Greetings web detectives! The United States government suspects that a spy has found his or her way into the White House. The government needs your help to catch the spy. You must correctly identify the country the spy works for. Your clues are in five Top Secret files. Begin your search at http://www.whitehouse.gov/kids/tour/.

Now, unscramble the five circled letters to find out which country sent the spy to the White House.

---

What is the name of the collie pictured in a large painting displayed in the China Room? (Look in the "China Room")

---

What kind of cow is Ofelio?

---

What President Dwight Eisenhower's nickname? (Look in Barney's White House ABC's)

---

What was Laura Bush's favorite subject when she was in school?

---

President George W. Bush owns several pets. What is the name of his Scottish Terrier?